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morning after my cat Helen was h .
.
eut anized I
e kitchen performing some well-deserved If. ' Was
h
·11 t
.
1
.
rnyself a delic10us
an d nourishing al se .-care bY
fll:i}clng
h
me (mtcrowav
rnething from t e Hot Pockets famil f
j11g so
.
di
.
y o produces)
drinking a et water and minding m
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.
. y own fucking
. ss when I felt the air around my swollen nkl
basine '
.
a es grow
looked around, shuddering as I waited £ h h.
I
Id
co .
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.
or t et mg
ad obviously come to kill me to show its il r
chat h
ev ,ace
sanlight poured through the window over the sink, hea~
ml
di ted from the hot oven, Peabo Bryson warbled wary
raa
frotn the countertop ~peaker that doesn't really work: all in
all, 1 was in a downright_ pastoral setting, straight out of a
•sos-era sitcom, and defirutely not in the kind of place you'd
expect some rotten, rapidly decomposing corpse to come
shambling into. I mean, do ghosts even like Crystal Light?
for weeks after that, I'd walk into a room and see a clinically obese gray shadow lurking ominously in a corner near
the floor, or catch a whiff of off-brand tuna in the air where
I'd least expect it. Could a pair of my moldy underpants that
had accidentally fallen behind the hamper and been lodged
there for days be the cause of the fish-market smell wafting from my bedroom? Of course! But is it also completely
plausible that it might be the stench left behind by a rancid
cat ghost? Absolutely.
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Helen died and immediately began haunting me from Cat
hell.
So I don't know what I actually believe about ghosts
. allv,, I believe in them when it works in my favor , and.
Basic
th e thought of them doesn't make me feel uncomfortabl t
For example, if I feel an odd breeze in a windowless place
and can't immediately locate a silent fan or heating vent,
I am willing to believe that maybe a ghost is blowing on
me. If I'm home alone and feel a little prickle on my scalp
and can determine that there aren't any bugs crawling on
me ... Okay, sure! Maybe there is a benevolent spirit floating around reading that Atlantic article I'm pretending to
understand over my shoulder! But if you were to suggest
that my dead mother might be looming, invisible, overhead,
disgustedly judging what I eat and choose to masturbate to,
then I would confidently inform you that Ghost Dad isn't
a real movie and that most of the clips with "mature" tags
on Pornhub that I have bookmarked on my phone are very
tastefully shot.

An aside:

Years ago, right after I moved into my last apartment in
Chicago, the one I expected to die alone in to the soundtrack
of an NCIS marathon, I thought I had a ghost. Several nights
a week, I would be awakened from a dead sleep by this-I
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o describe it without sounding lik
d ' know h ow t
e a fu k
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b I'll try-vibrational energy? I'd be k c · moron ut
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b a humming and swaying 1eehng in th .
fully awake Y
,
e air.
doesn t understand b il
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architecture, but It didn t seem like th . &
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It was like my room was dromng at me. Every"'
domg.
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.. ,orn.
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hil etting ready for work in those days, I would .
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mgw e g
,
h . 'diculous show on Kiss FM hosted by a dudem
totisn
1
called
himself
Drex.
You
know
what
make
pretty sUre
. :>
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s me
wistful for a happier, simpl_er nm~. Thinking about when I
could actually crack a fucking smile at prank mother-in-law
calls on drive-time radio shows before living turned to hell
and I had to be mad about everything all the goddalllned
time. You know what I listen to now? Pod Save America,
on a phone I come perilously close to dropping in a toilet full of feces every single morning. Because we live in a
fiery hellscape, and I don't know what the three branches of
government do exactly, so I need three IPA bros to explain
our crumbling democracy to me between ads for sheets and
Bluetooth speakers while I wonder which of the six washcloths scattered around the shower is mine.
So early one morning Drex on Kiss FM tells this riveting
story to the other hosts (you know how those shows are: pop
hits interspersed with prank calls and ticket giveaways, and
they feature a woman of color who is funnier than the host
is, but who is forced to play sidekick, and featuring "my old
pal Clown Car with the traffic and weather on the twos.I")
about how he had a ghost in his place. And he knew it was
a ghost because he'd come home after work and cabinets
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uld be hanging open and shit would b
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e rearranged, and
one else had a key to his apartment. I imm d'
no
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e iately glanced
und my clothing-strewn apartment and w d
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on ered "Was
t novelty Taco Bell bag filled with Corn Ch
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inhtstand when I left yesterday?" Drex had co I d . y
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nsu te with a
ranormal expert who told him that the best
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with a ghost 1s to firmly yet politely demand that th

ey 1eave,
because apparently ghosts have some strict moral code that
they are required to adhere to. And so, the day before, when
he'd gotten h~me from work to find yet another rearranging
of his belongings, he yelled at the ghost to leave him al
one,
and lo and behold, IT DID. I was gobsmacked.
I was brought up in church, but taken there by people
who smoked and drank and had multiple children out of
wedlock. Whatever lingering side effects I have from m
many years of being expected to recite the Apostles' Cree~
from memory by a woman who was probably high with a
cigarette in her mouth, manifest themselves in this way: I'm
not really religious and I am ambivalent about church except
for the music, of which I have many secret playlists that I listen to on the regular, but I also don't like to mess with "the
devil." I mean, he's definitely not real, but just in case? I'm
not fucking with a Ouija board or pretending to cast spells
I don't actually understand. I do believe ghosts can be real,
especially because I have very little tolerance for "science"
and like to leave inexplicable things unexplained. Life is just
sexier and more mysterious when the flickering lights could
be a poltergeist rather than a fluctuation in voltage or a loose
cord.
Okay, so, in the wee hours of every morning, I would be
jostled awake by this low-pitched hum, literally feeling my
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his is where I reffilnd you that the lingering eastore, but t
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of Many Years ofBible School kept me from dabbling in any
Satanry. Or perceived Satanry.
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That night, I performed my usual evening routine: dinner
c
.
1or one consumed zombie-style over. the sink; many episodes of reality television d~v_oured with rapt attention, rny
face pressed against the televmon; fallmg asleep fully clothed,
with my phone in my hand. And there it was again, at two
or three in the morning, a loud humming slash vibrating
that made my bed quiver so hard I bolted upright the minute

e baseboards, nothing other th
h
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an t at Weird
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n .ng and the rattling of the walls th
, onunous
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pause '
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even
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Id willingly survive a supernatural terror th
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at would tor
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ee ng around
. he sheets for a stray sock to asphyxiate mys If . h .
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. .
e wit m case
rne monster with dnppmg fangs rounded the
so
corner ready
at me. Bitch, I can't fight! When the zomb·
to e
1es come or
the aliens land or whatever dystopian shit that is bound to
happen in our lifetime happens, I'm not stockpiling buckets
of slop and batteries or any of that doomsday shit. I will be
in the fetal position somewhere waiting for them to lobotomize me. I gave it one last try, plugging my ears with m

eyes and suddenly remembered what Drex had said to do:

fingers and shouting, "SHUT THE FUCK UP!" at the to;
of my lungs. The noise stopped immediately. I couldn't even
believe it! First, I couldn't believe that I had anything in my

acknowledge the ghost's presence, then politely demand that

useless collection of trash and novelty gifts that would be of

he leave. Easy, right? Please pack your things and get the

any interest to someone who had actually been to hell, but
more important than that, it seemed unfathomable to me

it started. I lay there massaging the sleep out of my weary

fuck out, sir, I have to be at work in four hours! I sat up
and looked around to see if I could make out any floating
the streetlamps in the alley my apartment overlooked. There

that I could then convince that someone to leave my apartment! I am a horrible negotiator! I pulled the blanket over
my head and slept the sleep of the saved and thankful.

were no tipped-over bottles or clouds of ecto-rnist swirling

The ghost appeared to be gone for good; make me an
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groome d beards · I was supposed to thmk about hi.. , grind.
top ofn1e, WHICH I IMMEDIATELY
DID• "Any.
mgon
.
way," he continued, "I heard you yelhng the other night,

Sorry about that. I didn't know you could hear the reverb
from my bass amp so much . I had a friend come soundproof
my place. Has it been less noticeable?" And this is why
1
stopped taking my ass to church. Would a loving God actually humiliate me like this??

Obviously, I am an expert on ghosts. And Helen was dearly
still hovering in the drafty corners of the house, clucking
softly to herself about my disappointing choices and willing
the other cats to do her bidding. Speaking of Bootie and
Coco, and their staunch resistance to my soppy desperation,
they are my lady's cats. I live with them, I tag along when
they have to go to the vet, I brush them off the countertops when they're trying to get at whatever waterlogged
food is rotting in the sink, but they are not ,ny cats. I didn't
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. k them. I didn't lock eyes with them th
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rough the bars
shelter cage and feel that little furn., p
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·' aw Wrap around
heartstrmg and gently tug at it. They w
.
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ere a1ready hv. here when I arnved from Chicago. They h d h .
1ng
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t terns and antipathy toward another human tak·
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ce they'd already designated as their own So r-.t H
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·
a11 er e1en
died, J needed to get a new Helen .
But what ifl replaced her with a dumb, happy dog? What
must it be like to come home to an animal who is overjoyed
upon your return, who is grateful for you and the wonderfully cozy and sheltered life you have provided for them?
Imagine coming home at the end of the day to the aggressively wagging tail of a creature who spent the entirety of
their waking hours dreaming of your tires crunching over
the leaves in the driveway! What a dream to have a companion who not only worships the very ground I walk on, but
also would rescue me from a well if I happened to slip and
fall down one!
As I have mentioned too many times, I worked in an
animal hospital for fourteen years, which means I know
everything there is to know about pet ownership. I wish I
was exaggerating. In a job where every day presented a new
and confounding horror, one of the things that continued
to surprise me was how often people would pick up the
phone and actually risk embarrassing themselves in front of
another person to ask basic pet care information they could
just google to figure out without having to suffer through a
painful human interaction. Because countless people decided
to waste their anytime minutes calling in to ask me whether
plastic food bowls would be harmful to their beloved dachs-
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'f rong collars are safe, or what proph la
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·cal rreannents work best, I am full
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and nc topt
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. . b t the most basic shit a child could Prob seJess
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, teU
you about dogs.
wr 11 e all the things I need to have a dog!""·
1.e m
vvas a C
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mon request, especially fro~ people who shouldn't
one. The answer generally boils down to these things: 'wn
• a crate large enou_gh for the dog to comfortably stand
and turn around m
a soft, adjustable collar that fits snugly, hut that You
can get two fingers under
• several leads, but not a retractable one, especiall .
Y 1f
you're going to text or do some other distracted shit
while walking your dog
• bedding
• puppy pads, because that dog is definitely going to
shit all over your house
• large water and food bowls
• food and treats, which, wow oh wow, the fucking
rabbit hole you could go down. You can kill yourself
researching the best organic, grain-free kibble or buy
logs of raw food for upward of a hundred dollars a
month, and no matter what you choose, there will
still be some asshole on the Internet trying to convince you you're doing it wrong
• a ton of chew toys
• medicine! Your dog will need all kinds of medicines!
It will not be cheap!
• baby-proofed kitchen cabinets
• a better hiding place for your delicious rat poison

b

• plastic baby ~tes to keep the dog fi
. .
.
rom ruining all
yours h it
• while you're doing that, put a fence around
house!
your
• a good groomer, because have you eve . d
r tne to wash
a goddamn dog?
• a trainer and/ or classes
• day care! Dog walkers! Boarding facilities!
• a city license, if you're a little Goody ...,w
h
1.· o-s oes
• a washer and dryer
a commitment to picking up anything you don't
want destroyed by slimy dog teeth every single minute that creature is loose in your home
• the firm discipline to put all your food and drugs
away the minute you are finished using them
• an unlimited credit card
, no discernible social life
• stamina to walk several miles a day, in the rain and
snow and cold
• the patience of a saint
Sure, you don't have to have or do all those things to be
a dog owner. Crust punks on the street in Seattle have dogs!
But to be a good dog owner who isn't annoyed all the time,
you have to do / have/be at least most of them.
I remember one snowy day I was driving to work, and I
used to live on top of the fucking lake, because in Chicago
it was possible to get an apartment on the beach for cheap
if you really lowered your expectations for what the words
"beachside living" can mean, and this person (midwestern
winters render everyone genderless; in the month of Janu-
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any
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(I'm never actually doing that, but. I would like to have the
. ) I've done all this exhausting work for the aru·"'-I
option.
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hospital, and been in this field fo~ my _e~tire adult life, and
1 innately understand what a bad idea it is to commit to an
. al if you have any intention at all of living a normal,
arum
carefree life. And yet I was waking up thinking: "Wouldn't
it be cute if there was a little doggie snoring on my pillow
right now?" Then I'd get up to go to the bathroom and
survey the home that is a dangerous canine death trap littered with poisonous, flammable choking hazards and mentally stitch together all the outstanding accounts receivable it
would take from my new life as a "freelance writer" to pay
for a visit to Animal 911 in the wee hours of the morning,
and I'd laugh myself almost to death.
How many times have I dropped half a Vicodin on the
floor and then spent twenty minutes blindly stumbling
around in search of my glasses before locating them and
spending another half hour looking for a tiny yellow stump
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I'd even have a chance to realize it had sli

d fr

arled grasp. My days of carelessly leaving loave f .
so ra1. b ead on the dining room table would be over' C I li
sin r
· an ve
orld where the peanut butter has to be put aw
hil
in a W
ay w e
J'Jll thinking about whether or n~t I want to make another
.ch? Am I cut out for the kind of life led by a p
san dWl
,
.
. .
erson
who doesn't forget theres an irresistible pack of Trident in

JllY gn

he bottom of a tote bag tossed in a heap next to the back
~oor? I don't think I am! I know that cat people get a bad
rap, but do I really have it in me to become a dog person'·
We went to the SPCA on one snowy February morn.ing, a couple weeks before
my birthday. I talked my lady
.
into looking at a dog, with no pressure to bring one home,
unless I saw one that I fell in love with and couldn't Jive
without. I'd gotten myself worked up in the weeks before,
scrolling through dogs on Petfinder, fantasizing about little
dogs I could dress up in teenie-weenie jackets and train to
be mean to everyone but me. I even went so far as to e-mail
the foster parent of a fat gray-haired Chihuahua mix named
Coraline who was a million years old and had cancerous
mammary tumors that needed to be removed and who was
so stumpy and cute that I almost cried while reading her bio.
I was so smitten, I considered letting a dog interview me for
the opportunity to destroy my furniture and checkbook!!
But she got adopted (are there other completely naive and
irrational people in this town?) before I could put on my
best suit and tie to go to whatever meth lab she was staying
in to see if they'd consider letting me pay two hundred dollars to take her to my house.
That's really how we ended up at the shelter, because I
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bear
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\Ve
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lf at the cage door, gnashing his teeth and barkin 'l!!l\,
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his hind legs. "No~ him.
rs~en squea ed, hopping ;\Von
from the spittle flymg out of his cage. We Walked b
ay
and
hyperactive
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until
finally
We
y
bored
buildogs
reached
dog mix who had . . a
h ear tbreakingly adorable cattle
.
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. , Judg111
b the size of her swollen rupples, definitely given b' _g
y
the recent past. She had some country-ass name, Backho
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or Wheelbarrow or some other farm shit, and I wanted he:
desperately. She looked at me like I was made out of
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d

sau.

e I signaled to L01s t at we wante to take her t
sag .
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Oone
of the soundproof S VU mterv1ew rooms, where I assulll.ed
she'd grill me on my whereabouts before slamming my head
into a table and offering me a Styrofoam cup of coffee from
which her partner would later extract my DNA to use in
court to convict me of a crime they framed me for.
I watched the dog trot shyly down the hallway as I imagined her scampering through our sun-dappled house with
the Sunday paper in her teeth. The three of us were left
alone while Lois went to locate her history and vet records
for a little background. I sat in one corner with a bag of treats
and held them lovingly toward her. Kirsten sat in another
corner with a different type of treat, shaking the bag gently
in her direction. Tractor looked from one of us to the other,
then back again, and did nothing. I scooted closer from my
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ner Kirsten scooted closer from he
cor ,
r corner and 0 l' H
Oiler retreated farther into her corner.
'
og
"If I wanted to be rejected, I would ·
Just get anoth
.
er evil
ca t," I said, and pouted.
We sat there for what felt like ages cooin
d . .
.
'
g an singing and
ing
to
coax
Pitchfork
out
of
her
shell
Ki
ry
t
.
.
. rsten rewrote her
esis while I did the last four years of my tax
d .
th
es, an still
ada. Lois eased the door open and slid throu h
···
n
,
g a crack so
he dog couldn t take off running. Why she w
t
as concerned
about an animal that had basically wallpapered herself to the
farthest wall making a mad dash toward the exit was beyond
me, but I guess you can never be too careful. Lil' Wheat
Chaff had come from dubious origins and no one
.
•
was quite
sure of her age or how many babies she'd had or whether or
not she liked jazz. The one thing they did know was that she
"doesn't really warm up to people and has noise sensitivity."
"Aw, shit," I grumbled, packing up the copy of The fliad
I had read in its entirety while we were trapped in the padded dog room. "They should've told us that from the jump.
No thanks, Corn Stalk!" Kirsten shushed me and motioned
for me to take my coat back off. "What does that mean
exactly?" she asked.
Lois explained to us that dogs like Cotton Gin would be
best served in a house where people make little to no noise,
and didn't try to engage with her too much at first. But,
seriously, no noise. Like, no loud music and no shouting and
no turning the television up because your ears are bad and
no accidentally dropping anything on the floor. Girl, what?
We have a drum set in our basement! "Goodness, I used to
have a dog just like that," Lois sighed, scanning her paper.
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that
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·be
But wait a second, hadn t we walked b
dog daughter.
y a cat
room?
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I felt a cloud of cold air envelop me as L01s led us into the
darkened kitty sanctuary. I could hea~ Hele~'s deadly groan
of disapproval in my ear, and I knew 1~ediately that I Was
making the right decision. Am I really gomg to schedule my
. lifie around the scatological needs of a creature who
entire
will chew through all my fancy toys? Will I really have to
retend to care about notes the dog walker leaves, or Worse
P
. an d magazine money'
will I really have to spend my re d wme
on a dog walker?! What if the back of my CR-V was filled
with dirty Chuckits and chewed-up Nerf toys and filthy
rubber balls? Picture me flinging a frisbee into a lukewarm
lake full of dead fish, then actually standing there while waiting for a sandy, muddy dog to bring it back to me! That cat
room smelled like my future, like damp pine litter and tuna
casserole and the moldy inside of an LL.Bean moccasin, and
I walked directly to a large cage housing a tiny tortoiseshell
kitten who was scaling the bars with her razor-sharp claws,
face pressed hard against them as she strained to grab for my
finger. "If you take me home, I will end you," she whispered,
as a bright spot of blood appeared on my fingertip. "Lois,
I've found my soul mate. Ring her up!"
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hasn't gained an ounce, :we1g mg mat a nughty five pounds
t her last checkup, which the doctor said is fine. I believe
a1t to be further evidence that she is demonic and doesn't
req Uire food to live. She. sits at .the window in the sunroom
all day chattering the avian eqmvalent of Parseltongue to the
birds. She stares without blinking for minutes at a time. She
refuses to be in any room I'm in. She only purrs when she's
knocking something fragile off a high shelf. She sleeps during the afternoon, then gets up after dinner and spends all
night breaking things. She's a menace and a scourge and she
is going to spend the next ten years minimum ruining my
life. But that's fine, because at least she's not a fucking dog.

